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The Titan War God immediately deployed according to Levi Garrison’s plan.

In the shortest time, everything will be deployed.

“Now go and bring me Junshi Ye back! Say I need him! Everyone needs him!”

The Titan War God shouted.

In the command room, a group of lieutenants bowed their heads.

In order to force Levi Garrison away, they did nothing to change the commander in command.

They felt that they were about to win if Levi Garrison was forced away.

Where to know.

Now is the moment when he is most needed!
I want to invite him back again!

Everyone looked ashamed and couldn’t wait to find a place to get in.

The soldiers are the same.

Before, I felt that Levi Garrison was timid and fearful, even the enemy dared not encounter it head-on.

Only now did I understand his good intentions.

It’s like Levi Garrison’s own words are wrong.

He wants to reduce casualties!

Win the victory with the least loss!

“Rumble…”

In the waves of tsunami in the mountains.

The army of the Kingdom of God has been suppressed.

The five huge flying ships almost obscured the sky, making the sky dark all of a sudden.

Seeing the giant flying ship not far away from their respective positions, they were all shocked.

I know what kind of existence I am facing…

The eleventh line of defense has a natural advantage, with endless mountains on both sides and the sea
in between.

Only two giant flying ships can pass.

If the five huge flying ships go hand in hand, they will not be able to pass.

This is a natural barrier.

At this moment, on the first position ahead, the Titan God of War had deployed everything according to
Levi Garrison’s first plan.

Just wait for the army of the Kingdom of God to fight to the death.

Seeing the flying giant ship within range, the Titan War God immediately ordered.

“Boom boom boom…”

Numerous formidable weapons began to launch indiscriminate, covering bombardments on the flying
giant ship.

The secret weapons of various countries are used.

Many of them don’t even know about the Lab of the Gods…

The number of systems that fire weapons is around 200,000.

That scene is called a shock! ! !

It is almost to destroy everything!

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

When hitting a huge flying ship, most of the weapons are simply not useful!

But some secret weapons, or tricky weapons, are still useful for flying giant ships.

Damage to the hull.

If this continues, even the main body of the flying giant will be hurt.

Angry!

Completely angry!

“Destroy them! Destroy everything ahead!”

The Gods Lab immediately fought back.

The weapon launch ports on the five huge flying ships were all exposed, with a total of 100,000 weapon
launch ports.

“Boom boom boom…”

Initiate the most violent destruction to the front position for the first time!

The red light beam is directly flooded like a flame…

In the command room, the Titans and the Gods of War cheered: “f*cked! They are fooled!”The Titan
War God and a group of lieutenants shouted.

The command room was boiling.

The rear is also boiling.

Because the Lab of the Gods was fooled!

There is no other reason.

The front positions that are now bombarded by the five giant flying ships of the Gods Lab are simply
false positions!

This is the battle plan that Levi Garrison has set in advance!

How to deal with this invincible weapon?

It’s definitely not good to play head-on!

Have to think about it!

